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Decoys

1994

a collection of photographs of some of the decade s best work by north american carvers the ward
world championship is held every april in ocean city maryland and this title is a tribute to the
artists who have mastered this unique art form

Decorative Decoy Carver's Ultimate Painting & Pattern Portfolio,
Revised Edition

2021-02-02

learn to carve realistic decoys for diving ducks and other waterfowl decorative decoy carver s
ultimate painting pattern portfolio revised edition by bruce burk covers both the drakes and hens
with 16 carving patterns of popular and beautiful species with reference photos expert guidance
and detailed paint mixing instructions



Traditional Hunting Decoys

2006-09-19

step by step instructions and patterns for hen and drake canvasback redhead and bluebill cork
decoys plus how to carve the head set the eyes and make a keel

Wildfowl Carving and Collecting

1997

learn to carve a traditional mallard drake decoy from start to finish with the expert instruction
provided in this book carving pattern with paint swatches included perfect for the beginning
carver covers everything from wood choice and knife cuts to painting and weighting



Duck Decoys

2003

a six time world champion at the prestigious ward world championship shares his techniques for
making award winning decoy rigs tom christie provides detailed instructions for carving and
painting three different birds plus patterns paint swatches and tips on how to make your decoys
look alive on the water no matter what you carve creating a world rig will s how you how you
can do it even better inside you will find patterns and instructions for adrake wigeondrake
mallardhen mallard plus everything you need to know to create birds that will look great on the
water or on display in your home

Wildfowl Carving Competition

2001

contemporary techniques to replicate the grace flow and imperfections found in antique style



ducks carving painting and aging instructions are included

Creating a Ward Rig

2021-11

provides step by step instructions and patterns for carving and painting the goldeneye drake
goldeneye hen and pintail hen this book also discusses colour mixtures and paint swatches
illustrated throughout

Antique-Style Duck Decoys

2006

history of antique duck and goose hunting decoys carved in california photos of decoys



Contemporary Gunning Decoys

2006-09-19

a detailed guide to the techniques of woodcarving decoys using one particular project the
goldeneye duck to demonstrate the skills and procedures involved illustrations detail duck
anatomy and feather group patterns there are chapters on handtool and woodburning texturing
techniques and appendices give eye size and colouring of hundreds of birds

Wildfowl Decoys of California

2014-12-31

birds of a feather offers an introduction to the art and history of an important louisiana tradition
part 1 early working decoys features the utilitarian yet artistic expressions created in seven
geographic areas of louisiana from the mid nineteenth through the mid twentieth centuries part 2
contemporary carvings traces the evolution of decoy carving from a folk art to a competitive art



and features decoys by some of today s most celebrated decorative carvers including jimmie vizier
and tan and jett brunet this catalog accompanied a 2007 8 exhibition at the historic new orleans
collection

Wildfowl Carving: Essential techniques for carving, texturing &
painting wildfowl

1995

adele ernest was one of the first to recognize the place of the decoy in the panorama of american
folk art the best examples from public and private collections are presented in this classic volume
in 232 photos they demonstrate the creativity vigor and variety of the american decoy

American Wildfowl Decoys

1989



a book that celebrates one of the most breathtaking and comprehensive collections of wildfowl
decoys in america bird decoys were used for hunting in north america until the advent of hunting
regulations in the early twentieth century when decoys started to be prized and collected as
masterpieces of american folk art this handsome book is the first examination of the historic and
unparalleled decoy collection at shelburne museum featuring new photography of 250 of the
museum s most important and artistically carved decoys it includes examples made by the most
respected american carvers charles osgood lem and steve ward john blair bill bowman nathan cobb
jr lee dudley james holly jr nathan horner albert laing joseph lincoln a elmer crowell and charles
shang wheeler the story of the collection begins with joel barber the pioneer decoy enthusiast and
new york architect artist and carver whose gift of 400 superior examples established the collection
in 1952 several essays provide groundbreaking scholarship on the origins construction and
attribution of bird decoys imparting critical advancements to our modern understanding of this
revered tradition

Birds of a Feather

2007-10-23



nichol decoys portrays the art and times of the celebrated nichol family of decoy carvers and the
smiths falls school they inspired based on the colorful autobiography of d w nichol this book
presents the life times and achievements of arguably one of the most accomplished and influential
families in the annals of north american decoy carving in the 20th century nichol decoys
consistently draw enthusiastic audiences and strn bids at auction featuring outstanding examples of
wildfowl folk art made visually available for the first time to the general public printed in full
color in hardcover foiled cloth with jacket 229 images 10 x 8 inch landscape format

The Art of the Decoy

1997

finest book on duck carving in years describes the bluebill mallard merganser canvasback plus
other species their anatomy actions positions shows how to shape carve and point the head and
feathers for a lifelike texture



Birds of a Feather

2017-09-05

collecting carving and painting wooden ducks

Nichol Decoys

2015-02-25

a huge oversize fully illustrated look at an american folk art treasure complete with hundreds of
lavish full color photographs

Wildfowl Carving Magazine

2001

this guide to carving miniature wildfowl includes scale drawings and step by step photographs for



seven projects the birds illustrated include puffins robins eagles partridges and bluebirds

Realistic Decoys

1984

this is the most important book ever written on how to make hunting decoys you are taken step
by step in great detail through the making of 18 different decoys literally covering every aspect
of the art fifteen award winning decoy artists explain in their own words how they and you can
create duck replicas

Decoy Ducks

1988

offers a wide variety of wildfowl carving techniques for creating all kinds of bills and beaks over
150 step by step photos with clear detailed captions let you work right beside innovative carvers
you will not only learn their methods but through their suggestions and examples you will be



able to develop your own style for making bills and beaks

The Great Book of Wildfowl Decoys

2000-07

a survey of the duck decoy carvers of louisiana with examples of their work in full color

Carving Miniature Wildfowl

1997-09

the involvement of humans with ducks geese and swans has probably been closer than with any
other group of birds today and for several millenia past this involvement in its many aspects is the
theme of this compelling and readable account by an assistant director of the wildfowl and
wetlands trust dr kear ranges widely from a summary of the taxonomy and natural history of
wildfowl through a history of domestication world wide to wildfowling decoys conservation and
captive breeding conflicts with agriculture and wildfowl in legend and literature throughout the



text abounds with little known facts and insights to intrigue the general reader and expert alike a
reflection of the author s wide reading and affection for her subject jacket illustrations by joe
blossom

Masters of Decorative Bird Carving

1981

reeve german queen s u traces the life and achievements of peter pringle whose decoys
considered to be among the finest in this field of art have remained for the most part unknown
until recently the text and 180 color and 65 b w illustrations illuminate aspects of his life and
details about how he carved about 120 decoys for his own use as well as the fate of his decoys after
his death in 1953 oversize 11 25x10 annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The Making of Hunting Decoys

1986



this title introduces the various processes of carving and painting ducks raptors owls and songbirds
it is aimed at those who want to try this craft with its long tradition traced back to hunters in
nevada over 1000 years ago

The Great Book of Wildfowl Decoys

1990

a comprehensive look at american miniature bird carvings and the artists who made them

Bills and Beaks

1991-02

for a full list of entries contributors and more visit the encyclopedia of american folk art web site
this is the first comprehensive scholarly study of a most fascinating aspect of american history and
culture generously illustrated with both black and white and full color photos this a z encyclopedia
covers every aspect of american folk art encompassing not only painting but also sculpture



basketry ceramics quilts furniture toys beadwork and more including both famous and lesser
known genres containing more than 600 articles this unique reference considers individual artists
schools artistic ethnic and religious traditions and heroes who have inspired folk art an
incomparable resource for general readers students and specialists it will become essential for
anyone researching american art culture and social history

Louisiana Duck Decoys

1979

combines the best reference articles from the pages of wildfowl carving magazine with a new
collection of images provides a wealth of information about more than two dozen aquatic birds an
in depth look at a variety of ducks and geese for carvers and waterfowl enthusiasts alike described
in vivid prose from the magazine s best writers detailed intoxicating images by steve maslowski
one of the stalwart veterans of wildlife photography



Man and Wildfowl

2010-11-30

art in its many forms has long played an important role in people s imagination experience and
remembrance of places cultures and travels as well as in their motivation to travel travel and
tourism on the other hand have also inspired numerous artists and featured in many artworks the
fascinating relationships between travel tourism and art encompass a wide range of phenomena
from historical grand tours during which a number of travellers experienced or produced artwork
to present day travel inspired by art artworks produced by contemporary travellers or artworks
produced by locals for tourist consumption focusing on the representations of touristic places locals
travellers and tourists in artworks the role of travel and tourism in inspiring artists as well as the
role of art and artwork in imagining experiencing and remembering places and motivating travel
and tourism this edited volume provides a space for an exploration of both historical and
contemporary relationships between travel tourism and art bringing together scholars from a wide
range of disciplines and fields of study including geography anthropology history philosophy and
urban cultural tourism art and leisure studies this volume discusses a range of case studies across



different art forms and locales

Peter M. Pringle, Master Decoy Maker

2002

interviews a dozen of the best bird carvers describes how they got started and shows examples of
their work

Birds from Wood

2000

an avid outdoorsman pringle began carving decoys in 1898 and in 1928 set himself the goal of
producing the best rig of decoys in the world between 1929 and 1946 employing his skills as a
commercial artist and going to great lengths to ensure the utmost accuracy he fashioned
approximately 120 of what many now consider to be among the finest examples of decoy art but
because he carved exclusively for his own use and made only a few for close friends pringle s



birds remained largely unknown until recently

Birds in Wood and Paint

2009

full color photos and step by step from an award winning carver includes full size pattern

Encyclopedia of American Folk Art

2004-08-02

known for its beauty and bounty the chesapeake bay stretches nearly 200 miles from the mouth of
the susquehanna river to the ocean capes of the atlantic its tidal waters enriching the vibrant
coastal communities of both maryland and virginia chesapeake bay explorer s guide is the perfect
reference for visitors who want to know more about the things they see in their visit to the
famous estuary whether they are relaxing on a beach paddling through a saltmarsh or watching
workboats duck beneath a drawbridge explore more than 14 415 miles of shoreline myriad hiking



trails and scores of wildlife preserves nestled between resort towns and other attractions this guide
provides a concise history of how the bay was formed and brief entries with full color images and
easy to read descriptions of the flora fauna and man made artifacts found in and around the bay

Wings on the Water

2012

acclaimed bird carver floyd scholz explains his carving and painting techniques and demonstrates
the unique talent that makes him one of the world s greatest bird carvers and instructors features
a start to finish project from floyd scholz detailed instructions for how to carve paint and assemble a
complex sculpture includes both peregrine falcon and green winged teal carvings incisive
discussion of carving approaches and techniques

Travel, Tourism and Art

2016-02-17



Wildfowl Carving

1992

Peter M. Pringle, Master Decoy Maker

2002-09-12

Carving & Painting a Pintail Drake with Jimmie Vizier

1998-12



Basic Decoy Carving

2001

Chesapeake Bay Explorer's Guide

2021-06-01

Peregrine Falcon

2014-08-01
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2020-10
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